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Schatten Jack Assembly

SJA

Thank you for purchasing one of our jack assemblies. All have been designed to provide a solidly
anchored output with little or no modification to the jack assembly or the instrument.
Installation Instructions: Steps #1 & #2 may not be necessary if SJA is purchased with pickup

1)
2)
3)
4)

From your pickup the outer shield wire is to be soldered to ground (-). The inner insulated wire is
to be soldered to hot (+).
On the SJA, the larger lug is ground (-) while the smaller inner lug is hot (+). Solder accordingly.
Using a small allen key, attach the lower portion of the chin rest clamp to the ‘legs’ of the SJA.
Adjust positioning of the SJA onto the instrument accordingly. You can reposition the SJA as
necessary.
Included with the SJA are a few extra strips of cork that you may stick to the underside of the unit
if you find that the unit will not tighten to the instrument far enough.

Warranty
We warrant to the original purchaser that our jack assembly is free from defects in materials and workmanship for a
period of 90 (ninety) days. Retain your sales invoice for the jack to provide date and proof of purchase. Contact your
local retailer for details on returning items for warranty.
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